Patriotic Troops
(A short story by "Anonymous", First Released 18.May.2021)
(Disclaimer: This is a work of fiction, protected under the First
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, and was not written for the purpose
of inciting violence, or encouraging any other criminal behavior.)
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Prologue: Whom do we serve?
Consider the Oath of Enlistment:
I, (State your name), do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support
and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies,
foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
same; and that I will obey the orders of the President of the United
States and the orders of the officers appointed over me, according to
regulations and the Uniform Code of Military Justice. So help me God."
(Title 10, US Code; Act of 5 May 1960 replacing the wording first
adopted in 1789, with amendment effective 5 October 1962).
Every American soldier swears the "Oath of Enlistment," and the oath
makes it clear that the President is the Commander‐in‐Chief, and that
all lawful orders of the President must be followed.
However, following the stolen election of 2020, and after the "failed
insurrection" of 06‐January‐2021, a few key details were no longer
obvious to the average soldier, such as "who is the real President", and
"what is a lawful order"?
Most soldiers knew the real answer. There was an increased awareness
among all Active Duty Troops and Conservative Veteran's Groups, and
The Oath Keepers and the Proud Boys, the Three Percenters and every
Militia Group and many others. They certainly knew the real answer.
They knew that the real POTUS and CIC was Donald John Trump, and
that he was ready to lead America's troops while in exile at Mar‐a‐Lago.
Real American soldiers, the real patriots, surely knew the real truth, but
most were afraid to speak it aloud.
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Chapter One: The False Presidency of Joe Biden
"Slow Joe Biden is a few fries short of a Happy Meal," quipped Ron
Shapiro on his private YouTube news channel. The barracks were quiet,
but everybody got a loud hoot while they watched Ron Shapiro on Big
John's tablet.
The division in the barracks reflected the division in America. On the
other side of the barracks were all the black recruits and a few
Hispanics, while on Big John's side of the barracks were all the white
recruits and most of the Hispanics and Asians.
While the nigger side of the barracks watched basketball on Ricardo's
i‐Phone, the White side watched "forbidden" news channels and
commentary.
These men were all volunteers, but under Biden's new "diversity,
inclusion, and equal opportunity rules," they felt like prisoners who
were told what they could read, what they could think and what
organizations they could join.
Everybody in the military was supposed to be "equal," but that was far
from the truth. Yeah, "we all wear green, and we all bleed red," but
that's where the similarity ended.
The nigger troops had it so easy, and every morning you would always hear,
"Drill Sergeant, no sir, Drill Sergeant, I can't shave today cuz I got the razor
bumps," or, "Drill Sergeant, no sir, Drill Sergeant, I can't fall out for running
the obstacles today, cuz my belly hurt so bad."
It was like that every day, same old whining nigger bullshit. And of
course they got away with it, and the niggers got through basic training
without having to learn and without having to perform at minimum
standards.
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Of course, they also got promoted after basic, regardless of their test
scores or abilities.

Chapter Two: The Real President In Exile
There was a steady stream of supplicants and petitioners, makers and
shakers and power brokers of all kinds visiting Mar‐a‐Lago. Some
sought favor, some offered their services, and some just wanted to be
in the presence of the "Real President" and be touched by his wisdom.
Many were political policy makers, some were Internet influencers, and
there were of course the usual attorneys and their fund raisers.
Then there was the new guy, Kevin Hatcher of Legal Investigative
Services, an old school private investigator. Kevin respected President
Trump, but he didn't look forward to explaining his findings.
President Trump assembled a small group of attorneys, policy advisors,
big donors, and a very friendly journalist from FOX news. They all
eagerly waited as Mr. Hatcher set up his laptop computer and a big
screen for projecting a Power Point presentation.
Kevin Hatcher began, "I'll give you the bottom line first," (pausing and
clearing his throat.) "President Trump, you won the Electoral College by
an adequate margin. You did not lose 306 to 232, that was fake, that
was rigged."
Mr. Hatcher continued, "The states that were illegally flipped included
most notably Nevada, Arizona, Georgia and Pennsylvania. The real
results in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan were razor‐thin margins,
and too close to call, but that didn't matter, if you could have clawed
back the real vote count in Nevada, Arizona, Georgia, and Pennsylvania,
your real win in the electoral college would have been 287 to 251."
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Trump spoke first, and commented: "I knew it, I fuckin' knew it. Those
commies, and BLM, and ANTIFA, and all those inner city niggers, they
stuffed the ballot box and stole the election!"
Trump was quite literally right and not far from blowing a gasket: he
was red in the face, and that little vein on the right side of his forehead
bulged out and was throbbing. He was beyond angry.
Tucker Carlson interjected: "Mr. President, naturally I won't quote you
on that...(laughter all around)...but I must ask Mr. Hatcher, where did
he get all of this information on the fraudulent vote count and cheating
at the polls?"
Kevin was nervous as a whore in church because he knew that the next
facts he would relate could change America forever, but the truth
needed to be told. Kevin then explained about his NSA source: "Well, as
y'all know, I'm just a little one‐man private investigation company, but I
didn't even have to leave the office to figure all of this out, I simply
knew who to call."
Kevin continued, "There's a fellow I know who works for the NSA, and I
reckon you know all about what they do. I called my NSA source, he
pulled some files, and the rest is history."
Kevin explained, "The NSA records every phone conversation, every
text message, every email, every money transfer, every posting of
every kind on social media, every security camera image, every
FaceBook and Instagram image and video, literally everything. The
trick is to get at the data and listen to the voice files and look at image
files and videos and all postings of every kind."
Kevin paused: "Now, how do you reckon that's supposed to work,
legally? You see, if all of this had been done absolutely 'legally,'
somebody would have presented the NSA with a search warrant, and
then we'd see everything. Obviously, I had to cut a few corners to get at
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everything and here we are."
Trump spoke first: "Well, I don't care, I..."
Tucker cut him off: "How about if I report that we have confidential
sources within the intelligence community, and that's all I'll explain as
to the source, although I need to know more about the details of what
the NSA is holding."
Kevin nodded in agreement, and went right into it: "Basically, the NSA
has the orders that were given via email, money transfers, photos and
videos of poll workers and their friends, and all the data from the rigged
voting machines."
Kevin Hatcher wasn't used to speaking before an audience, especially
one that gave him wide‐eyed, jaw dropped rapt attention, but this was
his moment and he continued: "There's evidence that the usual
well‐placed and big money elites in the Democratic Party cooked up the
whole idea, and using BLM and ANTIFA, they made payments that
filtered down to poll workers and computer hackers."
Hatcher continued: "I've got photos and videos of huge rooms, almost
auditorium‐sized, filled with people ‐ mostly inner city blacks ‐ filling in
fraudulent 'mail‐in' ballots. We've got their emails and all the money
transfers, and we can tell you which voting machines in which states
were tampered with in order to flip Trump votes to Biden votes. We've
got it all. Hell, there's even pretty good evidence that Kamala Harris
and the rest of Biden's handlers knew exactly what was going on."
The room just went silent, and then Charles Koch spoke up, "Tucker,
have you got the balls to publish a synopsis of this? Or more to the
point, will the top‐brass at FOX let you talk about it?"
Tucker laughed and was about to answer, when Charles Koch answered
his own question, "How about this son? I know who to talk to, and I
know that money talks and shit walks. I'll slide a few envelopes under
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the table to the right people at FOX. I'll take care of it."
And that was almost that, except for the war of words ‐ the
accusations and denials ‐ that went on between FOX and CNN for the
next few months.

Chapter 3: Trump's Troops
The war of words and the fear of a literal coup d'etat had every left
wing politician on edge. The powers that be in New York finally decided
that the only way to block President Trump from reassuming the Office
of the Presidency was to drop the hammer and charge the President
with tax evasion, and extradite him to New York State.
However, Florida law grants the governor some discretion over
whether to comply with an interstate extradition request, and Ron
DeSantis was ready to go all the way for President Trump. So, quite
literally, the battle began.
New York State upped the ante by requesting that State charges be
passed over to the DOJ, so that the requested extradition would be a
federal matter, and not merely a state matter. There was no real
precedent for this and so the request languished before the courts.
President Trump was the "People's President" and so, inevitably, the
people became involved in protecting their true President. At first, it
was a few small encampments of local Florida militia groups. Then,
little by little, every state park in Palm Beach County became filled with
militia from every part of America, there to protect their President.
The FBI and DOJ soon became involved on the pretext that Florida was
not protecting its citizens from the "dangers" of the militia groups. This
was carried one step further and beyond all reason, when Kamala
Harris, acting for Biden, ordered the Army to drop in a full battalion of
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nearly 1,000 airborne troops, allegedly to "protect" Mar‐a‐Lago from
the militia groups.
The US Army's 82nd Airborne Division ‐‐ an elite division that uniquely
specializes in air assault ‐‐ is based out of Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
The soldiers of the 82nd have a long and proud history, and are easily
recognizable by their maroon berets and “AA” arm patches. This unit is
frequently on 24‐Hours Alert, and ready to drop into trouble spots at a
moment's notice.
Select units were taken from the 1st Brigade Combat Team, and told to
stand by, ready to jump into Florida. On the day of the jump, FBI agents
were already in place near Mar‐a‐Lago, prepared to arrest President
Trump. However, they were wary of the militiamen who had already
identified them.
As the troops from the 82nd came in, rappelling down from helicopter
transports, it was feared there would be a conflict, but not a single shot
was fired. No one expected what happened next, but as God is my
witness, it happened . . . One team from the 82nd broke away from
their squad, and arrested the FBI Agents. Trump's protection remained
in place, and the 82nd would soon escort Donald Trump, America's real
President, back to Washington D.C. and his rightful office.

Epilogue
"I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States
against all enemies, foreign and domestic."
And that's how the USA was saved by a few patriotic soldiers, who
recognized a "domestic enemy" when they saw one.
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